
The Definitive Door Collection
Setting the quality standard for door panel design and manufacture

TM



Welcome toaworld
of beautiful doors...
...A world of doors with a high quality Hurst
decorative panel at their heart



The Collections
The Classic Collection featuring Plain Glazed, Diamond Lead and Georgian Bar designs
With understated simplicity, this collection has been designed using influences taken from fashionable eras of the past. Although they
are all now recognised as design classics, they look good as an entrance to a cottage or a contemporary home.

The Heritage Collection featuring Film and Lead, Resin and Opaque Sandblast designs 
Our elegant Heritage collection has also been influenced by the classics but takes  a step further with the addition of bolder
styles and coloured designs.

The Crystal Collection featuring Exclusive Clear and Coloured Crystal designs
Our striking Crystal collection sparkle and shine in the sunlight and will transform your entrance hall with hundreds of exquisite
prisms of light. Not only does our Crystal collection exude brilliance, anyone of them will represent a real investment in style for
your home.

The Fused Collection featuring Unique Hand Made Art Glass designs
Using the same skills as the famous Venetian glass makers, our Fused collection is your opportunity to own a uniquely crafted,
hand made, art glass door panel.  Created by using hot, molten glass, the effect is a raised soft edge design that brings the door
panel to life with its vivid, bold and contemporary style.  

The Bevels Plus Collection featuring Deep Cut Bevel designs on clear and sandblast glass backgrounds
Choose from our luxury range of bevel panel designs set on finely detailed backgrounds that are produced by hand, using age-old
sandblast glass techniques.     

The Antique Collection New Innovative and 100% Exclusive
Beautifully recreating and echoing the elegance of a bygone era, our Antique glass collection is a perfect combination of cutting-edge
technology and timeless design. The quality of this exclusive collection of glazed door panels is quite simply stunning. If you choose to
fit one in your home, the fine detail and craftsmanship will bring you compliments for years to come.

The Platinum Collection featuring exclusively commissioned Triple Glazed Designs
This is the jewel in our crown, brilliantly cut, deep glass bevels set using traditional decorative lead work with every joint soldered and
finished by hand. Framed with specially chosen finely engraved backgrounds then encased between two sheets of crystal clear glass,
these stunning panels offer you the opportunity to make a unique statement of individual taste and style about your home.  

Conservatory Panels, Half Panels and Accessories
Optional extras and accessories provide the additional personal touch to the door panel style of your choice.
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You’ll find a Hurst Plastics decorative panel in only the very 
best doors. Utilising the best materials and exceptionally high standards
of production, Hurst bring a stunning portfolio of decorative glazed 
door panels into the reach of every homeowner.  

...and remember, if your door hasn’t got a Hurst panel at its heart,
you’re not buying the best.



Balmoral One Classic PatternedSandringham One Georgian Bar

Classic Collection
Plain Glazed, Diamond Lead
and Georgian Bar

This collection offers the homeowner a choice of panels that

reflect fashionable designs used for elegant doors for many

years.Though simple in design, this range of doors still offers

you the opportunity to bring individual style to your home. 

*Feature Door
Kensington Two Diamond Leaded
A classic door design that equally looks
good as an entrance to a cottage or a
contemporary home. Canterbury Arched Georgian Bar
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Madrid Two Patterned Windsor Four Patterned

Rockingham One Patterned
Cambridge Georgian Bow

Fronted
Blenheim One Patterned

Most doors featured are
available as...

Solid Plain Glazed

Diamond Leaded Georgian Bar

Autumn Cotswold

Stippolyte

Minster

Chinchilla

Backing glass options...

Please ask for details

Balmoral One Patterned 

(Small Aperture)

Harewood One Patterned Oxford One Patterned Richmond One Patterned



Alnwick One Patterned Acacia One Patterned Inverted

Most doors
featured are
available as...

Solid

Plain Glazed

Diamond Leaded

Georgian Bar

Seville Patterned

Plain Glazed, Diamond Leaded
and Georgian Bar

Chatsworth Bullion

INVERTED MOULDS

INVERTED MOULDS

Althorpe Oval Patterned

Inverted

Althorpe One Patterned

Inverted

INVERTED MOULDS

INVERTED MOULDS

Kensington Two Patterned

Inverted 

Please ask for details
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Most panels
featured are
available as...

Solid

Plain Glazed

Diamond Leaded

Georgian Bar

Side Panels
Our Side Panels are designed to perfectly compliment selected door

styles where space and specification allows.

Balmoral One Classic

Patterned Side Panel

Canterbury One

Patterned Side Panel

Sandringham One

Patterned Side Panel

Madrid One Patterned 

Side Panel

Kensington One

Patterned Side Panel

Windsor Two Patterned 

Side Panel

Please ask for details

Balmoral One Classic Patterned with Balmoral One 

Classic Patterned Side Panel



Heritage Collection
Film & Lead, Resin and Opaque Sandblast

Richmond One Resin TweedRichmond One Climbing Rose

Our elegant Heritage collection also takes its influences

from the classics but takes a step further with the addition 

of bolder styles and coloured designs.

Acacia One Resin Rose InvertedSandringham One House NumberSandringham One Climbing Rose

Canterbury One Sandblasted Border

INVERTED MOULDS
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Balmoral One Classic Climbing Rose

Harewood One Resin Fleur de Lys

Balmoral One Red CampionBalmoral One Sandblasted Miniature Stars

Seville Corner Red Stars

Seville Corner

Blue Stars

Seville Corner

Green Stars



Film & Lead,Resin and
Opaque Sandblast

Oxford One KingfisherOxford One Owl

Blenheim One Resin Fleur de Lys

*Feature Door
Blenheim One Resin Tay
Equally at home in either a traditional or
modern setting, this panel with it’s simple
but striking floral motif is a popular choice
for many home owners.
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Oxford One Resin Forth

Kensington Two Resin Gerberra

Oxford One Jewel

Kensington Two Sandblasted Diamond Flowers

Kensington Two TulipKensington Two Resin Spey

Kensington Two Sandblasted

Edwardian Border
Kensington Two Climbing Rose



Rockingham One Crystal AuroraBalmoral One Classic Crystal Vega

Crystal Collection
Featuring Exclusive Clear and Coloured
Crystal Designs

Our striking Crystal collection sparkle and shine in the sunlight and

will transform your entrance hall with hundreds of exquisite prisms of

light. Not only does our Crystal collection exude brilliance, choosing

one of our crystal designs will make a regal addition to any style of

property and you will enjoy its enduring good looks for years to come.

*Feature Door
Balmoral One Crystal Pegasus
Understated elegance in this Crystal panel
design will bring a real touch of class to 
any home. Sealed in a glass unit, not only
is the Pegasus beautiful to look at, a door
that features one of our Crystal collection
glass designs will dramatically reduce
sound transmission and protect your
internal decoration from the fading effects
of UV light.
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Richmond One Crystal SiriusCanterbury One Crystal Carina Rose

Rockingham One Crystal Cassiopeia

Madrid Two Crystal Tucana with Side Panel

Balmoral One Classic

Crystal Columba



Rockingham One Green Crystal Aurora

Balmoral One Classic Blue Crystal Vega

Rockingham One Blue Crystal Aurora

Balmoral One Classic Green Crystal Vega

Also Available as a Rockingham One Crystal Cobalt

*Feature Door
Rockingham One Crystal Scarlet
Like all our coloured collection, this Crystal with its
striking scarlet detailing is exclusive to our range and a
cut above the rest.
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Exclusively Commissioned
Engraved Crystals

Balmoral One Crystal Engraved Orion

Using groundbreaking cutting techniques, our Engraved

Crystals offer a distinctive look that combines deeply engraved

bevels with delicate background patterns cut with a level of

intricacy that has never been seen in door panel designs before.

Offering breathtaking beauty, our engraved options are laced

with many fine bevels to give a refined, understated look of the

utmost class.

Our Crystal panels may contain uneven minor imperfections that are all part
of the character of the design and are deemed acceptable.

Rockingham One Crystal

Engraved Taurus

Finely engraved vines, delicate floral detail and deep crystal cuts
are all bespoke characteristics of our Engraved Crystal collection.



Fused
Collection

Windsor Four Fused Autumn FlowerBlenheim One Fused Lily

Using the same skills as the famous Venetian glass makers, our

Fused collection is your opportunity to own a uniquely crafted,

hand made, art glass door panel.  Created by using molten glass,

the effect is a soft edge raised design that brings the door panel to

life with its vivid, bold colours and contemporary style.

Kensington Two Fused Tivoli
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Seville Fused Blue Flowers

Windsor Four Fused Teardrop

Seville Fused Green Diamonds

Seville Fused Blue Squares

Seville Fused Blue Diamonds

Harewood One Fused Lily

These hand crafted, art glass units are unique

and exclusive to our collection and as no two

fused glass designs can be quite the same,

they give the homeowner a truly individual

choice when it comes to a new door.  

Please Note By the very nature of its manufacture using
molten glass, fused designs may contain minor
imperfections, these are part of the fused creation process
and contribute to the unique nature of its design.

Exclusive, Hand Crafted
Molten Glass on Glass



Bevels Plus Collection
Deep cut Bevel designs on clear or sandblast backgrounds

Bevels on Clear

Handcrafted designs in the UK, these unique glass designs with their partnership
of sparkling clear-cut bevels and subtly patterned clear glass offer a touch of real
class for your home. Choose from a subtle but sparkling fleur de lys or add a touch
of striking colour with the Astral Virgo.

Balmoral One Classic Astral Fleur de Lys
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Balmoral One Classic Astral Opal

Madrid Two Astral PiscesBalmoral One Astral Diamond Bevel

Kensington Two Astral Diamonds

Rockingham One Astral Virgo



Bevels Plus Ceramic and Bevels

Oxford One Ceramic Diamond ClusterRockingham One Ceramic Diamond Star

Bevels on Opaque

This luxury range of ornate sandblast and specially edge
polished glass bevel designs are exclusive and only available
from this collection. Specially seamed and cut bevels mounted
onto an opaque background make a perfect combination. 
The fine ceramic backgrounds give a high level of privacy whilst
allowing a great deal of beautifully patterned light into your
home.

*Feature Door
Balmoral One Ceramic Diamond Trio
Just take a moment to look at the detail in
this panel design and imagine the elegant
look the Diamond Trio would bring to
your home.
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Antique Collection
New, Innovative and 100% Exclusive!

This revolutionary new decorative design process is available only

from our Definitive collection and beautifully recreates and echoes

the elegance of a bygone era. This bespoke suite of deeply carved,

gracefully moulded decorative designs will bring a touch of real

luxury to your home.

Our Antique collection are unique in their striking period style and

will add character to any modern home but is one of the only few

decorative panel design options that is truly in keeping with

Victorian, Georgian, Tudor and other period style properties.



A new twist on an old favourite with this Antique Tudor rose that
has every intricate detail moulded into the design.

The fine laurel leaf motif gives a classic and traditional background
to the many faceted glass jewels that make up this subtle design

Antique Collection
New, Innovative and 100% Exclusive!

Oxford One Antique Tudor Kensington Two Antique Victorian
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Fine craftsmanship is demonstrated in this traditional Victorian
design. A deeply moulded diamond pattern is perfectly
complimented with the corner detail. 

A deeply moulded border in a design that delicately frames a
Victorian f loral motif and will make a tasteful and impressive
feature in your new door.  

Seville Antique Jacobean Acacia One Antique Georgian INVERTED MOULDS

Timeless in their charm, our Antique collection also offers important practical
benefits as each design is sealed between two panes of clear safety glass for easy
cleaning and reducing unwanted external noise. 

Whilst a revolutionary new design process, Antique glass designs capture the charm
of age old techniques and may contain uneven textures and minor imperfections that
are all part of the character of the design. When you choose to fit one in your home,
the fine detail and craftsmanship will bring you compliments for years to come.



Balmoral One Platinum Pendant

Simple but stylish, a pendant of cut glass bevels
held in a satin platinum finish of hand applied
traditional lead work.

Platinum Collection
Exclusively Commissioned Triple Glazed Designs

Deep and exquisite glass bevels lie at the heart of these regal glass designs. This collection is the

jewel in our crown, again exclusively commissioned for our collections. The only way to explain how

they would look fitted in your home is "stunning".

Our triple glazed Platinum collection is the ultimate in style but it’s also very practical, insulating

your home against noise and the very worst of the weather.
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Rockingham One Platinum Fantasy

The only thing that could be included to make
the Platinum collection even better is the subtle
use of a complimentary colour as demonstrated
here.

Balmoral One Classic Platinum Cluster

Just like any valuable jewel, the choice of
setting is very important and here in the
platinum cluster the textured glass that
surrounds the design makes the perfect setting.

Kensington Two Platinum Legacy

This simple but effective design is a perfect
demonstration of the glass working skills
needed to produce our exclusive platinum
collection.

These brilliant cut glass bevels shine with their quality and when they are set using traditional decorative leadwork 

in a satin platinum finish, they offer the most elegant way to welcome your visitors.

Framed with specially chosen, finely patterned backgrounds, then encased between two sheets of crystal clear glass,

every detail of craftsmanship in the bevels, leadwork and traditionally hand soldered joints can be clearly seen.

These stunning panels offer the discerning homeowner a real opportunity to make a unique statement of their individual taste 

and style.  

Please Note By the very nature of its manufacture using
single pieces of glass, our Platinum range may contain
minor imperfections, these contribute to the unique
nature of the design.



Conservatory Panels

Hanover Triple Manor Triple

Shiplap Herringbone

Winchester Cathedral

Manor Elizabethan

Manor Half Inverted

Quarter

Winchester

Hanover Triple

Triple Half Panels

Half Panels

Full Panels and 
Quarter Panels

Quarter

Cathedral

Quarter 

Manor

Quarter

Elizabethan

Abbey HalfBuckingham HalfWestminster HalfManor HalfHanover Half
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Accessories and 
Core Materials
Knockers

Brass Urn
Brass Urn 

with Spyhole
Brass Slimline 

Brass Slimline with

Spyhole
Black Urn

Black Urn 

with Spyhole

Black Slimline

Knocker

Black Slimline

Knocker with Spyhole

Silver Urn
Silver Urn 

with Spyhole
White Urn Black LionsheadWhite Slimline Brass Lionshead

Numerals and Spyhole

Letterplates, Numerals and Spyhole

White Letterplate Black Letterplate Gold Letterplate Silver Letterplate

Solid MDF Double MDF Single MDF

Core Materials

Colour Options

White Oak Mahogany Rosewood

Hurst Plastics door panels are manufactured using a high
technology technique that bonds two PVC-U skins to a variety
of core materials and ensures the integrity of the panel for
heat and moisture.
Depending on the degree of security required, our panels can
be supplied using a choice of core material.
The Type A Expanded Polystyrene we use is classified under
BS 476 and is totally recyclable, non toxic and inert. It
contains no CFC’s or HFC’s and contains a fire retardant
additive tested to BS 4725, formulated to restrict the
extent of burn.

White Urn 

with Spyhole

Most panels featured are
available in white and a
choice of wood grain
finishes.


